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 AN INFINITE DIMENSIONAL VERSION OF SARD'S THEOREM.

 By S. SIUALE.*

 The purpose of this note is to introduce a non-linear version of Fredholm

 operators and to prove that in this context, Sard's Theorem holds if zero

 measure is replaced by first category (Section 1). We give applications to

 local uniqueness in non-linear elliptic equations (Section 2) and to define

 a notion of degree (Section 3).

 Section 1. We recall first some definitions and facts from the linear

 theory (see [3], [4]) for details. A Fredholm operator is a continuous
 linear map L: E1 -- E2 from one Banach Space to another with the properties:

 a) dim Ker L < oo

 b) Range L is closed

 c) CokerL =E2/RangeL has finite dimension.

 If L is Fredholm, then its index is dim Ker L - dim Coker L so that the

 index of L is an integer.

 (1.1) THEOREM. The set F(E1,E,) of Fredholm operators is open in
 the space of all bounded operators L(E1E2) in the norm topology. Further-

 mrore the index is continuous on F(E1,,E2).
 For a proof see [4].

 The non-linear extension of the preceding notion seems to fit best into

 the context of differentiable manifolds locally like Banach spaces (see Lang

 [a]), called here differentiable manifolds and denoted by 3-1, V. We will
 assume all our manifolds to be connected and to have a countable base.

 A Fredholm map is a C' map f: 1M -> V such that for each x C MI, the

 derivative Df(x): T(M) - Tf()(V) is a Fredholm operator. The index
 of f is defined to be the index of Df (x) for some x. By (1. 1), since f is C'
 and 211 is connected, the definition doesn't depend on x.

 Let f: M -> V be any C' map. A point x C /Il is called a regular point

 of f if Df (x): Tx (M) -> Tf$ ((V) is surjective and is singular if not regular.
 The images of the singular points under f are called the singular values or
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 862 S. SMALE.

 criitical values and their complement the r-egular values. Note that if y c V

 is not in the image of f it is automatically a regular value. We will need the

 following.

 (1.2) SARD THEORE1M. Let U be an open set of RP and f: U >R7

 be a Cs map wlhere s > max(p-q, 0). Then the set of critical values in Rq

 has mbeasure zero.

 For a proof see [8] or [9].

 We will say almost all instead of " except for a set of first category" etc.

 Our main theorem is

 (1.3) THEOREM. Let f: 71f-> V be a 07 Fr-edholm mzap wvith

 q > max(indexf, 0). Then the regular valutes of f are almost cll of V.
 The condition that f be Fredholm is necessary from the exaiimple of

 I. Kupka (to be published) of a Co real function on Hilbert space with

 critical values conitaining an open set. His example extends easily to give

 a C? map from one separable Hilbert space to another with critical v-allues

 possessing an interior point.

 Strictly speaking (1. 3) is a generalization of a theorem of A. B. Brown,

 an earlier special case of Sard's Theorem [A. B. Brown, Transactions of the

 American Mathematical Society, vol. 38 (1935), pp. 379-394].

 (1. 4) COROLLARY. If f: JI-> V is a Fredholm m oap of negative index,

 its image conttains no intterior points.

 (1. 5) COROLLARY. If f: M-> V is ac CF Fredholit muap, q > miax
 (Indexf, 0), then for almost all y C V, f-1(y) is a submanifold of II wvhose

 dimenision is equal to index f or is empty.

 We now prove (1. 3). Since JIl has a countable base and first category

 is closed under countable union, it is sufficient to prove the theorem locally.

 Thus we can assume given f: U -* F', where U is an open set of a Banach

 space E, and E' is another Banach space.

 Let x,C U, A=Df(x0) E >E'. Since dimrKerA <oo, E can be
 written in the form E1 X KerA, E1 a Banach space and x- = (po, q0)p0 C E1,
 q, C Ker A. Then the first partial derivative D1f (p, q): E1 -* E maps E1
 injectively onto a closed subspace of E for all (p, q) sufficielntly close to
 (po, qo). Thus using the implicit function theorem, we can choose a product
 neighborhood D1 X D2 of (po, q0) in E1 X Ker A such that D2 is compact

 and if q C D2, f restricted to D1 X q is a (differentiable) homeomorphism onto

 its image.

 (1. 6) THEORIEM. A Fr-edholm map is locally proper. It other two)rds,
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 SARD'S THEOREM. 863

 if f: - -> V is Fredholm and x C 11, there exists a neighbor-hood N of x
 such that f restricted to N is proper.

 A map is proper if the inverse image of a compact set is compact.
 To prove (1. 6) choose N (x) = D1 X D2 as above and let f(xi) = yi v> Y,

 x= (pi, qi) C D1 X D2. It is sufficient to show that the xi have a convergent
 subsequence. Since D2 is compact we may assume qi -* q and since f(pi, q) -* y
 even that qi = q. But f restricted to D1 X q is a homeomorphisni onto its
 image, so pi-- p, proving (1. 6).

 To prove (1. 3), let xO C 31 and choose again D1 X D2 C E1 X KerA as
 above. The critical points of f are closed and therefore by the preceding
 theorem it is sufficient, given a neighborhood U1 of f(x0) in E', to find a
 regular value of f in U1.

 Let 7r: E'- >E'/RangeA be the projection. From the hypotheses of
 (1.3), (1.2) applies to the map qb: PO X KerA--E'/RangeA defined by
 +(q) 7r f(pO, q) to give as a regular value z of 0 in 7rUl. Let
 y C 7r1 (z) n U1. Theni y is our desired regular value and our proof is finished.

 Section 2. We will prove a local uniqueness theorem for the case of
 non-linear elliptic equations of 2nd order for domain in Rn with Dirichlet
 boundary coniditions. Obviously the proof is valid in much greater generalitT.

 Let Q be a bounided domain in Rfi with boundary, OQ a smooth sub-
 manifold. Define CA,(Q), k a non1-negative initeger to be the Banach space of

 Ck functions on Q with the CR norm (see [1] or [2]). Let a satisfy 0 < a < 1,
 and let C0+' (Qi) be the space of Ck funietions on Q with k-th derivative
 Hllder continiuous, exponent a, eiidowed with the corresponding Banach space

 structure (again see [1] for example). If fOE C2+ (Q) let Ctf2+a ((Q) denote
 the affine subspace of C2+a(Q) of maps which agree with fO on OQ.

 Let J2U(Q) Q X R X L(RfI, R) X LS2(fn f) - (X, pO, pl,p2)} )where
 L (RfI, R) denotes the space of linear maps Rfl --> R, and L.2 (Rn, R) the space
 of symmetric bilinear maps Rn X Rfi -*> R. Thus if f CC (Q) we can definie

 i2f: Q _ J2 (Q) by i2 (f) (x) (x, f (x), Dlf (x), D2f (X) ), D', D2 denotinig the
 first and second derivative respectively of f at x.

 A (non-linear) partial differenttial equation, (u) = g (2nd order etc.)
 is defined by a map F: J2 (Q) -> R which we will assume to be CG, as follows.
 Let 1: S8(Q) _> C0s-2 (12) be the map (u) (x) =F(j2U) (X), S?9 We will
 consider solutions of D (u) = f for given f C Cs-2 (). Of course bu = g can
 be written as F (x, u (x), Du (x), D2MU (x)) = g (x).

 We say that F (or 1d) is elliptic if the partial derivative

 FP2(X, pO P1, p2) C LS2 (Rn; R)

 is a positive or negative definite bilinear form for each (X?1Po,P1,P2) C J2(Q)
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 864 S. SMALE.

 (2. 1) Suppose F: J2(Q) R is elliptic as above and linear (i. e., for each

 x is linear on x X R X L (R'l, R) X L.2 (Rn, R) ), so L = : CfO2+a(Q) CA (Q )
 defined by F is also linear, fo =0. Then L is a Fredholm optrator of index
 zero.

 This is well known anld essentially proved in suLch greater generality in

 [1] and [2].
 As an immediate consequence of (2.1) we obtain

 (2. 2) LEMMA. If F: J2 (Ql) R is an elliptic non-lineacr partial

 differential equation and foe C2+ (Q), then the induced map D: Cf02+a( ?)
 OCc (Q) is a Fredhoim map of index zero wvith derivatives at ui CfG02+a(0?Q)
 given by

 2

 D@(D (77) p , (x, u U(x), Dut(x), D2u (X) ) Di-q(x)
 j=0

 where ECC02+a(Q) (i.e. E C2+a((Q), _,7(x) 0 for xC E2), and DOq X=.
 From (1. 5) and (2. 2) we obtain "local uniqueness" for solutions of

 4 (it) = g in the following form.

 (2. 3) THEOREM. If F: J2 (Q)) -- R is an elliptic non-linear differential
 equation and f C C2+a( (Q), for almost all gE Ca( (Q), the set of uE C f2+ (Q)

 such that F(x,u(x),Du(x),D2u(x)) g(x) is discrete.

 Section 3. Let f: M -> V be a C' map and g: W - V be a C' imbedding.
 We say that f is transversal to g if for each (x, y) C M X W such that

 f(x) =g(y) the spaces range Df(x), range Dg(y), span the tangent space

 Tf($) (V1).

 (3. 1) THEOREM. Let f: I -> V, be a Cc Fredholm map and g: W'V- V

 a C' imbedding of a finite dimensional manifold W with

 q > max (Index f + dim IV, 0).

 Then there exists a C' approximation g' of g such that f is tr-ansversal to g'.
 Furtheermor-e if f is transversal to the restriction of g to a closed set A of IV.

 then g' may be chosen so that g' =g on A.

 We remark that the usual finite dimensional version of this theorem

 [10] gives an approximation f' of f which requires a partition of unity on 3i,
 but requires less differentiability. In view of applications in the direction of

 Section 2, we wish to avoid such an assumption on 111.
 Sinice 11 anld TV have a countable base, a standard argument reduces

 the proof of (3. 1) to a local lemma, namnely the following.
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 SARD'S THEOREM. 865

 (3.2) LEMMA. Let yE W, M, IV as in (3.1). Then there exists a

 neighborhood U1 of y and for any e > 0 an EC' approximation g' of g such

 that f is tanisversal to g'/U,.

 Proof of (3. 2). We can assume that we have a neighborhood of g (y)

 in V given as follows. U2 C RP, V1 Banach space F R= fP X F, and
 g: U2 RP X 0 is the identity X 0, *r: F -* F1 the projection. Let U1 be
 a neighborhood of y with Cl U1 C interior U2 and ( a C?? function 1 on U1,

 O on exterior U2. Now by (1. 3) let z C F1 be close to 0 and such that 7r f

 has z as a regular value on f-1 (g (U2)). Define g' as the translate of g by z

 on U1 smoothed by 0.
 This proves (3. 2) and therefore (3. 1) (That the last statement of (3. 1)

 is true is clear from the argument).

 (3.3) THEOREM. Let f: M-*> V be a Fredholm map transversal to the

 imbedding g: 1V1, dim W <oo. Then f-1 (g (iv)) is a submanifold of 11f,

 of dimension equal to the index f + dim IV.

 The proof is the same as the finite dimensional case [10], as well as

 for the modification of (3.3) to the case that 0WV # .

 We wish to define a generalized degree for proper Fredholm maps.

 Recall that a closed map is one in which the image of a closed set is

 closed. Quite generally a proper map is closed and a closed map such that

 the inv-erse images of points are compact is proper.

 A Fredholm map is locally proper (1. 6) and the interested reader will

 be able to verify the following lemma.

 (3.4) LEMEMA. If f: M-*N is a Fredholm map and is closed wvhere

 dimillIso, then f is proper.

 Let q be the non-oriented cobordism ring of Thom (see [10]) with qP
 consisting of classes of p dimensional manifolds, p = 0, 1,.

 Let f: M -> N (reminding the reader that Mll and N are connected) be a

 C' proper Fredholm nmap, q > p + 1 where p = indexf ? 0. We define an

 invariant (generalized degree mod 2) y(f) E qP as the class of f-1 (y), y a
 regular value of f (see 1. 5). To see that y(f) is independent of y let y, be
 another regular value of f and suppose g: I V V is an imbedding of the unit

 interval with g(0) -y, g(1) y,. By (3. 1) we suppose f is transversal
 to g. Then by (3. 3) f-1 (g (I)) effects a cobordism relation between f-1 (y)

 and f-'(yr), thus giving us the invariance of y(f). Remenmbering that a
 point of V not in the range of f is automatically a regular value, we summarize.

 (3. 5) THEOREMI. Let f: 1Ff-> V be a Cq pr-oper Fredholmr map witi7?
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 866 S. SMALE.

 p - index f > 0, and q > p + 1. Then there exists an invariant y (f) E 1P

 defined by the non-oriented cobordism class of fl (y), y some regular value

 of f. If y(f) #A0, f is surjective.
 If the index of f is zero then f- (y) is a finite set of points and y(f) is

 the ordinary degree reduced mod 2.

 This is related to the Leray-Schauder degree [6], [7].
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